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A, STODIES OK THE CAPTURE OF OHGAIfIC RADICAI^  " 
IJJTRODUCTIOH 
Tbs foxroation of free radicals prior to or diiring th© 
preparation of organoraagziesim halidoa liaa been proposed by 
sevoral investigators on the "basis of various independent in­
vest illations. Gomfcerg and Bachmann (1) postulated the foma-
tion of free radicals to aocoimt for the effect of iodine in 
the activation of rQagnesimn for the pi»eparation of the Grignard 
reagent. Gilman and Fothergill (2) obtained evidence of dis-
ppoportionation, wliich is a characteristic of fi-'ee radicals, in 
the preparation of some alkylmagnesitm halides, Gilman and 
Kirby (5) have attributed the foriaation of di-£-tolyl during 
the preparation of benaylmagnesium chloride to the rearrange­
ment of bensyl radicals to £-tolyl {4) radicals and the ensuing 
coupling of these radicals to di-n-tolyl.1 
ThB following reactions illustrate this preliisinary forma­
tion of free radicals. 
CgHsBr 4- Mg —^  CaHg- + -MgBr (I) 
CsHs" + -MgHr •—> CeHelgBr »»...« (II) 
CeHg* + GjjHg"* CgHg'CjaHg » • » . • »(III) 
(1) Gomberg and Baclimann, J. Chem. Soc*. 49, S55-257 (1927). 
C2) Gilman and Fothergill, ibid*^  50« 'SSM-SglX (1928). 
(3) Gilisian and Kirby, ibid,7^ , l^ S^ -1676 (1929) . 
(4) There was probably"Tormed a very small quantity of o-tolyl 
radicals together with the £-tolyl radicals. (See Ref.3). 
. 
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GjjHq + CH^ —CHo «•••«• (IV) 
CQHeCH^gGl +  M g  G ^ H g C H g —  ^ -MgCl <.».»» ("V) 
CeHeCHg- •—^ jg;»CHgCQH4L« ««•»«..» {VI) 
S^ CHOCQH^ - £-CHBGe(H^ »C0H4CHg-£ . . , {?II} 
•Bie fi»ee radicals first formed may react in othor possible 
v/ays (2) than those indicated above, but the chief roaetion Is 
with the magnesious halid© to give the corresponding Grignard 
reagent in yields of about 95% ^ 5). 
A critical test for the prior formation of free radicals 
is to capturo some of them before they combine with magnesious 
halldo to give the BMgX compotmd, or couple, or diaproportion-' 
ate. The investigations by Taylor (6) and co-workers on the 
mechanism of some reactionvS suggested a possible means of cap~ 
turing the free radicals fomed during the preparation of the 
Grignard reagent. They firat proposed (6a) the follo^ ?ing chain 
type of reactions to account for the reduction of ethylene. 
CHs=CHe 4- H —> G^ Es" (VIII) 
CsHg- + Hg —^  CjjHe + H (IX) 
Recently, they (6b) have revised the mechanism of the re-
(5) Gilman, Zoellner and Dickey, J* i\m. Ghem, Soc., 51, 1576-
158S (1929). 
(6) a. Taylor^  Proc> Am. Phil> vSoc., 65, 90-98 (1926). 
b. Taylor and Hill, J. Aib« Cheia. Soc.. 2922-2936 (1929). 
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actions between ©tli^ l^ene and. liydrogen as follovfs: 
H + CpH^  -I- CsH^ t —» GsKs- -5- C3H4 + 16,000 cal. . . (X) 
CeHs- + Hs —> CsHa -?• H - 10,000 cal. . . . .{3a) 
Hov?sver^  this revision of the msohaiixam does not affect the 
final result of tlic reaction. In support of those reactions 
they predicted that "it ahoxild be possible to effect the combi­
nation of hydrogen and ethylene hj liberatixig into the mixture 
of thea© gases the free radical CsHe" involved in the second 
stage of tha ppooess". To establish the correctness of this 
explanation they liberated free ethyl radieals (obtained by the 
themal decoiaposition of mercnry diethyl and lead tetraethyl) 
into a mixture of hydrogen and ethylene at the decomposition 
temperature of these metal alkyls {SOO-SOC) . They "have shorn 
that hydrogen and etliylene readily ccanbine in the presence of 
decomposing mercury diethyl and lead tetraethyl", and that "more 
hydrogen and ethylene disappear than \?ould correspond to ethyl 
groupa liberated" (Y). 
Taylor (6) and co-workers also observed that more coioplex 
hydrocarbons than ethane were formod simultaneously in the re­
action of hydrogen and ethylene in the presence of decomposing 
mercury diethyl and lead tetraethyl# They state that "this has 
(7) It is intoresting to note, in connection ivith this, that 
Qilissm and Pothergill {Ref.2) observed both ethylene and 
hydrogen in the gases evolved in the preparation of soiaa 
alkylmagnesium halides« 
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been shown to be due to reaction involving ethyl groups and 
ethylene"• They found that etljylcne disappeared ^ h^en heated 
with decomposing mercii3»y diethyl and that liqi?J.d hydrocarbons, 
boiling above 100®, vrere recovered from the reaction» They 
formulated {6a) the addition of ethyl and etliylene as one staga 
of a chain reaction* 
GsHe- 4" C2H4 (XII) 
etc* • • « (XIII) 
They 2h3eently (6b) revised the mecbanisRi of these reactions 
in the same manner as they did Equations ?III and IX, so thiit 
the following equation represents the true reaction sore cor­
rect ly« 
4" CgH«j, + •?- CjjH^  + 15 j 000 cal«(XIV) 
Ho-we%'-sr, tMs revision of the isechanisrn does not alter the 
product of the reaction. 
With the object of capturing any free radicals formed dur~^  
ing the preparation of alkylma^ esium halides two series of ex­
periments ^ &ve performed. In the first series methylsiagnesim 
iodid©, ethylmagnesluni brcsnide, and n~propylniRgnesiii'n brcjniide 
were prepared in the presence of ethylene. If the free methyl, 
ethyl, and propyl radicals are formed, and if they corabine vd.th 
ethylene -under the Q>:periraental conditions, then the volume of 
ethylene should decrease and the quantity of nor a complex hydro-
a -
carbons sboijld increase. In the second series ethylmagnesium 
bromide was prepared in the presence of hydrogen with platinum 
03lde as a catalyst. If free ethyl radicals are formed and if 
these radicals combine with hydrogen under the conditions of 
the experiments J larger voliames of ethane should be obtained 
than are formed under corresponding conditions in the absence 
of hydrogen. 
PREPARATIOI OP ALtQTLMAC-MESOT EAXID^ IS IH THE! PRESIHOB 
OP ETHSXBHB 
Ejroerlmental Part 
Materials a33d Apparatiis. 
h^e solvent used.in these experiments was di-n-butyl other 
which had been dried over sodium, filtered, and redistilled. 
The ether used in some of the experiments was distilled direct­
ly from di-n-lmtyl other solutions of several Grignard reagents 
prepared in the early part of the work. Only the middle frac­
tions of these distillations were used. 
The alkyl halides and roagnesium tiamings that were used 
were the ordinary grade materials conmiercially available. 
The ethylene was the coj53mercial product wMch is stored 
in small cylJLnders. This ethylene was dried by calcium chlor­
ide and phosphorus pent oxide Just before being used in the 
various experiments. 
The apparatus was made up of three sections as shown in 
Figure !• The first section consisted of a large ei^ iometer 
(A) {1500 ce» capacity) connected by capillary tubing to tv/o 
drying tubes, {B) and (C). Tube (B) was filled with calcium 
chloride aM tube (C) was filled with phosphorus pentoxide. 
The second drying tube v/as connected to a three-way stopcock, 
(D), one branch of \vhich was used to remove samples of the 
ethylene being used during an experiment and the other branch 
was connected to another three-way stopcock (E), One branch 
of this second stopcock was connected to a Winlcler gas burette 
- 10 -
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(F) containing dry meTcuTj as the confining liquid. Tlie other 
branch was connected by capillary tubing to the inlet tube (G) 
of the reaction flask in the second section of the apparatus. 
The second scction of the apparatus consisted of a reaction 
flask (H) for the preparation of the arlgnard reagent, fhls 
was a 150 cc, wide mouthed flask ?d.th a tightly fitting rubber 
stopper fitted v/ith a dropping funnel (E), an inlet tube (G) 
for the ethylene, a inercury sealed stirrer (I), and a six-inch 
Liebig condenser A drying tube <L) filled \7ith calcium 
chloride was sealed to the outlet of this condenser to prevent 
any water vapor from diffusing back into the reaction flask. 
The third section of the apparatus consisted of a large 
eudiometer (M) (2000 cc« capacity) filled Y/ith a saturated 
sodium chloride solution as the confining liquid, which was 
used to collect the gases formed during the reaction. This 
eudiometer ms connected by a short piece of rubber tubing to 
the drying tube sealed to the end of the condenser. 
Method of Procedure. 
The method of procedure used in all the experiments on 
the preparation of alkyXma^ nesitun halides in the presence of 
ethylene is illustrated by the following detailed description 
of a typical experiment. 
After placing the laa^ esium tur>nings (4.86 g» or 0«2 atom) 
in the reaction flask a stream of dry air was passed througli 
the apparatus for 45 siinutes to remove any moisture that mi^ t 
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be present • The inlet tube was then Joined to the eths^ lone 
supply tube and the outlet of the condenser connected to the 
eudiometer, The leveling flask of the eudiometer was adjusted 
until the system was under a vacuum of 1~2 cm. of raercury. 
iibout 800 0c • of stools othylone vsrss plscsd in ths supply* 
eudiometer and the connecting tubes sv/ept out until two anal­
yses of the gas showed no appreciable increase in ethylene con­
tent, A solution of S1.9 g, (0.2 mole) of ethyl bromide in. 
130 ec. of di«n;-butyl ether was placed in the dropping funnel 
and a few cubic centimeters of this solution added to the mag-
nesiura turnings. The reaction ms started by war^ iing -s^ ith a 
flaiae and the remainder of the ethyl bromide and di~n~butyl 
ether v/as added over a period of 35 minutes. Is soon as the 
reaction had started the reaction flask was surrounded an 
oil bath which was kept at a temperature of 70-85° while the 
slkyl halide was being added. During this addition 300 cc, 
(at 24,5*^  and 734,9 m.) of ethylene vvas measured by means of 
the gas burette and passed into the reaction flask. Another 
100 cc, of ethylene was passed into ths reaction flask v;hile 
the reaction mixture was stirred and the oil bath heated frora 
70° to 145° during 25 minutes. The solution was then refluxed 
slowly for 30 minutes to drive out all dissolved gases, then 
about 100 cc, of dry air ms drawn through the apparatus to 
displace all the evolved gases. 
The gas collected in the eudiometer was shaken and allow­
ed to stand a short time to allow it to become homogeneous. 
j - IS » 
j T3ie confining liquid in the. eiidiometer iiad been safciipated 
I previously r^th a gas liaving a compoaition similar to that be-
! 
I ing collected. Samples of about 70-90 cc« volisne were removed 
j to a 100 cG. gas burette to be measured and then analyzed by 
I standard methods of gas anoljsis,, using Hempel absorption and 
I i osplosion pipettes. The atialyses vyere made in the follov/ing 
order» The sample of gas was first washed vrith 30^ j potassium j 
hydroxide* Unsaturated hydrocarbons v/ere removed by absorption 
j with bromine water followed by SOJa potassium hydroxide to re-
I move excess brcanine vapor. Oxygen was removed by alkaline 
I pyi'Ogallate. Hydrogen vms removed by palladiiisi black at 100°. 
I 
I The saturated hydrocarbons were dstemined by explosion after 
I laixing the residual gas with oxygen. The total contraction 
I 
I after the explosion measured and the carbon dio:xide formed was absorbed in 30€ potassim 1^ -droxide. The method of calcu­lation will be shown later. At least t^ o, and usually three, complete analyses were carried out and the average values used. 
I In order to minimise diffusion losses the gas was measured and 
I analyzed on the sarae day that the reaction was carried out. 
f In order to compare the amounts of the various gasea form-
f od during tiie preparation of the alleyImagnosiUEa halides in the 
I presence of ethylene with the amounts formed diiring the i^ repar-
j ation of the same Grignard reagents under ordinary conditions^  
I blank experiraents were performed in ej^ actly the sarae inajmer 
I except that ethylene was passed into the x'^ eaetion flask. 
I These blanlc experiments were carried out either directly before 
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or after the corresponding experiments* 
Sample Data aM Galculatlons. 
The data for tho experiment just described in the Method 
of Proeediire are given below, together vdth the calculations 
used. All the expsriraents were calculated in a similar manner« 
Analysis of ethylene at start of run: 
S6.5 co» sample 
34«9 cc« absorbed in bromine water » 95*7'^  pure. 
39.4 cc. saiaple 
38,1 CO. absorbed in bromine water 96m75^ pure. 
Analysis of ethylene at end of runt 
45.4 cc. sample 
44.0 ec. absorbed in bromine water = 96.9;"^  pure® 
!I?hQ average of the last two deterjninations was used in 
oalculating the amount of ethylene used in the es^ er-
iment. 
?U2»ity of ethylene = 96.825^ . 
400.0 cc« stock ethylene (at 7S4,9 mm. and 24,5°C) 
96.825^  pure = 343,5 cc. pure ethylene (at 7S0ian» aa50°C). 
Analyses of the gas collected in the eudiometer. 
Analysis I. 
69.7 cc. sample of gas 
69.5 cc. after potassium hydroxide 
37.2 oc. after brcsaine water followed by 
potassii&in i^ droxlde = 52.S cc. Ethylene. 
=: 46.4 ^  of the gas. 
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34,2 cc» after pyrogallol» 
34,0 cc* after palladiiam lalack =: 0,133 cc. Hydrogen (8) 
= 0.192^ :^  
12«15cc« of the gas residue after absorption v/ith pal~ 
ladium black was mixed w^ ith oxygen to make 
98.7 cc. total volxiia© 
83.6 cc. after explosion = 15.1 cc. Contraction. 
71.4 cc. after potassium hydroxide 
= 12.2 cc. Carbon dioxJde. 
The amounts of saturated hydro carbons present in the gas 
were calculated by the method described by Dennis (9), using 
the contraction due to the combustion and the carbon dioxide 
formed by the combustion. 
Lot X equal the volume of ethane present. 
Let y equal the volusue of butane present. 
Then 
15.1 cc. = 2-1/2X + 3^ 1/2y = Contraction. 
12.2 cc. = 2x + 4y ~ Carbon dioxide. 
Solving these two equations simultaneously gives the fol­
lowing amounts of ethane and butane. 
Ethane = 5.9 cc. in the sample e:3:ploded or 25.7^  of the 
oiSginal gas. 
Butane = 0.1 cc. in the sample exploded or 0,4^  ^of the 
original gas. 
Analysis II. 
87.3 cc. sample of gas 
87.0 cc. after KOH 
47.2 cc. after bromine \mter = 39.8 cc. Ethylene. 
= 45.6^  
(8) Since the oxygen in the tube containing the palladium black 
unites \rlth hydrogen to form water under these conditions, 
only two-thirds of the decrease in volume is due to the 
hydrogen present, of course, when large amounts of hydro­
gen are present the voliime of oxygen held by the tube 
(0.7 cc.) is simply deducted from the total volume absorb­
ed by the palladi-to black. 
(9) Dennis, L. M* Gas Analysis. The Macmillan Company, Uew 
York, p.127-133. 1913, 
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42,2 cc. after » 
45*1 cc- after palladlwa = 0.067 cc. Hyiirogen, 
= 0.a772^ ? 
12«45cc* resMixal gas 
97»8 cc. total volmie 
.S0«5 cc» after explosion = 17,5 cc. Contraction, 
66,5 ce» after KOH = 15,3 cc. Carbon dioxide, 
Stiiane = 6.9 ec. in the sample e:?Eplod6d or 27*35^ 1 of 
the original gas, 
Batano =j 0,0 cc- (The solution of the sinsultaneous equa­
tions set up as in the oxainplo above 
gave a volume of -0.5 cc« of butane. 
Therefore, the gas was consldarsd. as 
containing only ethane* The ethane 
was calculated as one-half the voluua© 
of carbon dioxide formed). 
Analysis III. 
76»7 CO. sample of gas 
76.3 ec. after KOH 
41.4 cc. after bromine water =: 34.9 cc. Ethylene. 
= 45.5^  
38.1 cc. after pyrogallol. 
38,0 cc. after palladia = 0.067 cc. Hydrogen. 
= 0.0873^  
12.4 cc. residiial gag 
91.5 cc. total vol^ Kle 
73.8 cc. after explosion = 17^ 3 cc. Contraction. 
60»2 cc. after KOH = 13.6 cc. Carbon dioxide. 
Ethane = 6.8 cc« of the sample exploded, or 27,15^  of 
the original gas. 
Butane a 0.0 cc. (The solution of the simultaneous equa­
tions set up as before gave a volttme 
of -1.0 cc.'of imtari©). 
Since Analyses II and III agreed quite closely they were 
used to calculate the average composition of the gas. 
Average composition of the gas: 
E t h y l e n e  • • « » .  » • » » » < > •  4 5 . 5 5 ^  
32thane 27. 
S y d r o ^ e n  « • • . » • « • » • • •  0 *  
B u t a n e  »  » » • « • *  0 »  0 ^  
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The poaaiJKler of the gas tliat was forced was then laeasured 
in the gas biirette and the totai amotmt collocted ?;as converted 
I to the vpXi3Be it would ocoupy under standard conditions* In 
calculating the results of the experiments in which the gases 
3 wojP© Gollsotdd 07S2? 2. ss.tyj?&tGci sodixKsi chXorxdc soliitioHy vho 
!
values for the vapor prossiires of saturated sodliim chloride 
solutions at diffei^ eat temperatupea \^ &re Interpolated from the 
values reported by Sperenaki (10). 
I o^tal volume of gss ~ 956»1 cc« at 0°C» and 760 ejsi. 
The total volumes of the various gases formed, based on 
I the average composition shomi above, are as follows: E t h y l e n e  » « » • * « • • • • • • • »  c c *  1 3 t h s u f i e  * » • % - • « • • • • » • * • • •  c c  •  HydrcJgen 0,79cc» S u t s n e  » » . » » • • • • • • • » • »  0 « 0  c c *  
I The volyme of ethylene used was 343.5 cc., therefore 
!
there was an increase of 91»6 cc, in the ethylene during the 
preparation of the etiaylmagnesitun bromide. 
S:^ eriments with Igethylma.e^ iesitim lodido. 
Slo.l« This experiment was carried out in the same manner 
as the one with ethyl bromide described above, except that 
I 28»4 g. (0.2 mole) of methyl Iodide was used instead of ethyl-
I bromide. The asiount of ethylene used during the preparation 
(10) Speranslci, A. ^ Z. physik. Ghem* ^ TO, 519-553 (1910). 
I " is 
s 
I I of tlie T!iathyl:Pia,sne>sii5m .Iodide waa 335.0 cc» and tlie araotintJ re-
I covered, was 394.0 cc»; an increase of 59.0 cc. The amoiiiits of 
I othop gases fojrraed vreres niefchan©, 193.2 cc«; ethane, 24.2 ce.; 
I and 1»90 ec. 
I IIo»g, The saiae ajiiounts of inabcrlala v/ere ua^ d In this ox-
i periment oud it was cai»ried out in exaotlj the aamo manner as 
I Experiment Ko.l except that no ethylene was patssod into the re­
action flask during the reaction* The asiounts of the various 
gages formed weret methane, Slo.O cc*; ethano> 27,3 cc.} 
h^ rdrogen, 1.96 cc»| and "unsaturated hydrocarbons, 30.6 cc. Gil-
man and Fothergill (2) showed that the unsaturated gas fomed v 
I in the preparation of rasthyliiiagxiesium iodide contained etiiylene. 
Experimonta mth Ethylma^ jyiesiiiia Broiaide. 
Ho.l. This was the first experiment to be perfonaed in 
this 3tud3''v The ether solution of 21.9 g, (0.2 mole) 
of ethjl bromide vras added to 4*36 g. (0.2 atom} of magnosiuiri 
turnings during 30 laiimtes. ihe solution was stirred at 70^  for 
1-1/4 hours and the gas evolved was analyaed in tho usual msn-
ner for ethylene. The solution was next refluxed for one-half 
hour and tho evolved gases collected and enalifzed separately. 
The amount of ethylene (the ethylene used in Experiments Uo.l 
and Ho«2 was prepared frosi ethylene brotnide and ainc; comer-
cial etii^ lene from a cylinder was used in all the other exper~ 
iiaents ) used dxjring the preparation of the ethylmagneslura 
broniide was 251.2 ce« and the amount recovered was 219.5 cc« 
I « 19 -
rl 
i 
I TMs ms a decrease of 31.7 cc. of ethylene* A complete 
I analysis for all the gases was not made in this oxperiment. 
I 
'I lio,2* Esccept for the follondng chariges this experim^ jnt 
J i v/as carricxl out in the sairie manner as the first one. The vol-
a 
I vime of etl^ lene used \va.s 339.0 cc. The gas evolved was anal-
i i yaed for all the visual conatitxients. The volme of ethylene 
I 
i recoverecl was 312.4 cc« which was 26.6 cc« less tlian the araoiint 
I 
I of ethylene used. The amotmts of the other gases formed \78re: 
I ethane, 162.2 cc.j butane, 26.0 cc*; and hj?drogon 0.0 cc. 
I 
Ho.kS. This ejcperimont was carried out in the manner de-
I scribed in the Method of Procedure. The amount of ethylene 
1 used diiping the preparation of the ethjlmagnesima bromide was 
I 339.0 cc. and the volume recovered was 503.0 cc. This was an 
I increase of 169«0 ec. The amounts of the other gases formed 
i were: ethane, 878.0 cc«; butane, 8.45 cc.; and hydrogen, 4.07cc» 
I Ro.4« The amounts of materials and method of procedure 
i were the sasie in this experiment as in Rxperiment So,5. It v/as 
I performed to determine the amounts of the different gases foria-
1 ed under similar conditions vyithout passing ethylene into the 
I reaction mixture. The amounts of the various gases fomed 
werei ethylene, 197.0 cc.; ethane, 374.0 cc.; butane, 5.33 cc.; 
I and hydrogen, 2*2 cc. 
I So,5« This experiment was performed in the same general 
manner as described in the Method of Procedure. The amount of 
20 •= 
etihylsii© used was 351.0 cc* and the amoimt recovered was 425»0 cc. 
Kds was an increase of 74aO cc. The amoiints of the other gases 
formed wre: ethane, 267,0 co,; butane^  0,0 ec<»; and hydrogen, 
0.0 cc. 
1q»G« Ho ethylene was used in tMa faltxnk exporiTnent; 
•otherwise it was perfomed in as nearly a siiuilar maimer to E2?-
perimeat lTo»5 as possible* The amomts of the different gases 
formed v/ere: ethylene, 74.1 cc*; ethane, 247.0 cc.; hutane, 
10.58 cc.I and hydrogen, 0.89 cc. 
Ho.7» Thia was another exp^ ritnent carried out in the sajne 
marmer as Sxperimentg Ho*S and Ho.5. and is the one described 
in the Method of Procedure above. The mowat of ethylene used 
was. 343.S CG» and the amount recovered was 435.0 ec* Thia was 
an increase of 91.5 cc. The trolumes of other gases formed 
were; ethane, 260.1 co.j butane, 0.0 cc*; and hydrogen, 0.79 c& 
o^«8« The amounts of the various gases formed in the 
blank escperiiaent which was carried out in the same raanner as 
iro.7j„ except that no ethylene i.vas used, ^ eror ethylene 
115,3 cc.; ethane, 281,0 cc.| butane, 16»2 ee«; and hydrogen, 
1.51 cc. 
Sxperiments vrlth a-Propylmagnesium !^ omide» 
This e:sperlment was performed in the same manner 
as described in the Methcd of Procedure. The aiaounts of 
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nesiuia arua butyl ether used wero the usual amounts, and the 
amount of n-propyl bpoiaide uaed was 24,6 g, or 0.2 molo. The 
volume of ethylene used waa 340»0 og» and the volumQ of unsat~ 
urated gas recovered was 432.5 cc. This was an increase of 
92.5 cc. The amounts of other gases formed were: propane, 
185.5 ec.j hexane, 0.0 cc.j and hydrogen, 0.63 cc. The ex­
plosions of the gas residues containing the saturated hydro­
carbons actually gave results that indicated a mixture of pro­
pane and some hydrocarbon containing fewer carbon atoms, there 
fore, the hydrocarbon was considered as being only propane. 
Ho ethylene was passed into the reaction flask of 
this blank experiment to accompany n-propylmagnesium bromide 
Experiment Ho.l. The amounts of the different gases formed 
were: unsaturated hydrocarbons, 102.7 ee.; propane, 222.0 cc. 
hexane, 0.0 cc. j and l^ di^ ogen, 1,42 cc. Gilnjan and Pother-
gill (2) showed that the imsaturated gas formed in the prepara 
tion of n—butylaiQgnesiuin broin.lde contained G;-'butylene so this 
unaattirated gas probably contained propylene. 
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Discuasion of Results 
The results of these axperliaents on the preparation of 
alkylmagnesium halldes in the presence of ethylene shoii? that 
the ethylene probably did not capture the free radicals. The 
data for these experiments are stiKKtariaed in the following 
tables. Th© first table shows tho voliamee of ethylene that 
were added and the volwines that were recovered in the various 
esqierinients* The second shows the volumes of other gases form­
ed in the experiments and the corresponding blanks-
Table I-
Ethylene Added and Recovered 
BMgX 
Turi "(21 w 1 (4]^  
3l5xp« SOQH^  J t I 
s Ko.:Added:RecoverediDecrease:Increase 
• cc • » CCi cc. ce, 
—m— 
CsH^  
Fo3fmed In tOarik 
ce. 





























n-GsHyMgBr: 1 !340.0: 432.5 92.5 ; 102.7 
a. These two experiments were the first ones to be performed 
and the decrease In ethylene could not be checked in the 
later work. This disappearance of ethylene was probably 
due to the diffusion of the ethylene throng the confining 
water in the eudiometer. Water was used for the confin­
ing liquid in these two experiments only. In the later 
experiments a saturated sodium chloride solution was used 
and precautions were taken to miniiaise diffusion. 
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Insfceed of any decrease In tlie volume of ethylene (except 
in the first two experiments with ethylmagnesim bromide \yhich 
are explained in the footnote to Table I) there was actually 
an increase. However, the increase in the volume of ethylene 
in some of the experiments (particularly in the ethylmagnesium 
bromide Experiments Ho.5 and Mo«7 and the n-propylmasaesium 
bromide Experiment Ho.l) is appreciably less than the volume of 
ethylene formed in the corresponding blank experiments. These 
results would indicate that free radicals had been captured by 
the ethylene. However, in order to prove conclusively that the 
free radicals iBd been captured by the ethylene, the difference 
between the Increase in the ethylene in the experiments and the 
ethylene formed in the cori'esponding blanks i'hould be et least 
equal to, and preferably greater than, the variation in the 
total amounts of ethylene formed in similar e::?periinents. That 
is, the difference between any value in column 4 of Table I and 
the corresponding value in colujrm 5 should b© greater than the 
variation in the values given for siraiiar experiments in column 
5. In ethylraagnesluDi bromide Experiment No .5 for instance, the 
difference between the increase in ethylene In the experiment 
and the ethylene fomed in the corresponding blank was 28.0 cc. 
But the amount of ethylene formed in the different blank ex­
periments varied from 74.1 cc. to 197*0 cc«, a difference of 
112.9 cc« between the highest and the lowest. Therefore, these 
results aire not in close enoxigji agreement to conclude that free 
radicals have been captured. 
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Tho Increase in the volmno of ethylene in the experiraents 
and the formation of ethylene {or other "unsaturated hydrocar­
bons) in the blanks might be due to the disproportionation (11) 
of free radicals foiled during the preparation, or to a split­
ting reaction of the ether by the alkyImagnesiurn 
halidos st the temperature of the boiling solution. This ro-
flxucing of the solution was necessary to expel all the dissolved 
gas* A preliminary experiment v/ith di-n-butyl ether and 
ethylene showed that a large amount of ethylene remained in 
solution tinless the ether was refluxed for about twenty minutes. 
If the unsaturated hydrocarbons v/hich are formed in the 
preparation of the alkyliaagneslum halides are the result of the 
disproportionation of free alkyl radicals there is the possibil­
ity that free alkyl radicals have already been captured. If 
ethyl radicals (using the preparation of ethylmagnesium bromide 
as an example) are formed and then disproportionate, the 
ethylene which results from the disproportionation coiild react 
with ethyl radicals forsaed later in the preparation to give 
hi^ er molecular wei^ t saturated hydrocarbons as postulated 
in the Introduction. If this were the case then the addition 
of more ethylene possibly did not capture many more free radi-
(11) In this connection it is of interest to note that Gilisan 
and i^ thergill (Ref.2) obtained considerable volumes of 
unsaturated hydrocarbons, together with other gases, 
during the preparation of several alkylmagnesium halides 
in both diethyl and di-n-butyl other. They found frcas 
5.45 cc. (0.12^  of ethylbromida used) to 106.5 cc. (4.76^  
Of methyl iodide used) of unsaturated hydrocarbons in 
the preparation of 0.2 Hole quantities of alkylinagnesium 
halides. 
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cals, since thope v/ere always considerable amounts of unsat-
Torated hydrocarbon fomid in the blank experiments. 
Table II. 
Saturated Hydrocarbons and Hydrogen 
RMgX 
' ; R«H 
Exp.? cc* 
R^ E : Hydrogen 
cc. ; cc. 
IJo*: Exp. : Blanlc Esp. Blaiik : Exp. t Blank 




3 5 278.0 : 374.0 
5 : 267.0 : 247,0 




3.35: 4.Q7r 2.2 
10.58: 0.0 : 0,89 
16.2 ; 0.79i 1.51 
S-CgH M^gBr: 1 : 136.5 £ 22S.0 0,0 0.0 : 0.68: 1*42 
One other result to be expected if the ethylene had cap­
tured the free radicals \?as an increase in hydrocarbons of 
higher inoleculai* weight as proposed in the Introduction. The 
data in ?Qble II sho'^ r,. ho^ 'ever, that there was aetually a de­
crease in the amoiuat of higher hydrocarbons {assusiing that the 
amotrnt of all highei* hydrccarbens y includjjig non-volatile ones, 
is proportional to the amount of R"R compound formed) . The 
method of calculating the amoimts of the different saturated 
hydrocarbons from the explosion of the samples of gas is not 
very accurate, il small error in the volume of water fomed 
(shovm by the contraction after the explosion) or in the vol­
ume of carbon dioxide formed causes a cmch larger error in the 
relative ^ lounts of the different hydrocarbons. However, the 
analyses were carried out as carefully as possible and in ex-
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aetly felao same meemer in oMei* to reduce theae inherent errors 
to a minimiam- Of course, miy non-xrolatlle hydrocarttons that 
v/ere formed 'v?ould be lost because the analysis of the ^ as form­
ed would not detect them. 
1?h6 differ-once in the amounts of R»E hydrocarbons formed 
in sicjilar experiments ms probably due to variations in the 
euiounts of moisture uaaavoidably present in the appar»:^ tus or 
reagents^  since the humidity of the atrsosphere v/as quite high 
at the time of the year these experiments were perfomed, or due 
to different aaounts of peroxides present in the different 
stocks of the di-n-butyl ether that were used {12)* 
The amount of hydrogen foraied was generally greater in the 
blank experiments than in the experiments where ethylene was 
added-. These differences are very small; however, they indi­
cate tliat some of the hydrogen fomed in the presence of a 
large amount of ethylene combines with the ethylene as postu­
lated in Equations X and XI in the Introduction* This corabi-
nation of hydrogen and ethylene indicates that free radicals 
might have been captured. 
(12) Gilman and ?/ood, J« Am* Chem, 3oei>. 48, 806-810 (1926), 
showed that ether peroxide {dsHgOCTl) (CHg)OOH) OT some 
of its decomposition products (its mono-ethyl acetal, 
ethyl alcohol or acetic acid), having active hydrogens, 
reacted with BMgX compounds to give the corresponding 
R*H hydrocarbons. The dl-n-butyl ether that was used in 
these experiments could possibly contain similar impiiri-
tles having active hydrogen structures. 
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PREPARATIOH OP STHILMAC-SKSM BROMIDE 
IH THli PRESSHC'O: OP HIDROG-EIT 
Eimerimental Part 
Mateidals axid Apparatus» 
The solvent used for the preparation of ethylsiagnesiCTi 
bromide In the presence of hydrogen was di-n~butyl ethoT TivMeli 
had been pwlfied by soditaa in the ssjne manner o.s the other 
used in the experiments with ethylene. 
The ethyl bromide used in Sxperijnents Sfo^ l and Ho.2 was 
dried over calcium chloride and then redistillod, while in 
Experiment Fo»5 the ethyl bromide wag not specially parif3.ed, 
The magnesium turnings used in all the experiments were 
the high grade turnings coranierelally available for the Grig-
nard reaction. 
The hydrogen v/as the ordinary cozBsercial grade and was 
used directly from the cylinder without fiu'ther- purlficntion. 
The catalyst that was used in tiiese expei^ iaents was pre­
pared after the directions of Adams and Shriner (15), and in 
(13) Msms and Shriner, J. Am, chp^  3Qc., 45.^  2171-2179 (1925), 
show that the catalyst laust be prepared at a temperature 
of 490~500°C. in order to have the composition shown by 
the foi^ ula PtOg-RgO. If the temperature of fusion is 
too hi^  or too low a catalyst of different composition 
Is obtained. The following figures, taken frora'a table 
given by Adasns and Shriner, show the different percent­
ages of water in catalysts prepared at different temper­
atures. Tempgrature % 
390-400 7.IS 
490-500 7,57 
590^ 600 9,16 
650 8»83 
700 a, 06 
Gale, for PtOa-EaO: HeO^  7,34* 
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accordance with their directions it shotad liave fclae eoraposifcion 
sho'sm by the forrsula PtOfj^ HsO. 
IPiie same stocks of reagents used in any exporiment to­
gether ^ ith its corresponding blanlc, but not in different sets 
of experiiaents and blcinlcs* 
The experiments were carried out in a reduction apparatus 
similar to that described by Adams and Vorhoes (14), 
Method of Procedure* 
The reaction bottle was carefully dried in an electric 
oven at 115° for at least one hoiir and cooled by blowing a 
stream of dry air into it. In tMs bottle were placed 100 cc. 
of di-n-butyl ether, 1.2 g. (0«05 atom) of magnesium tiimings, 
and 0.1000 g, of platinum catalyst and the bottle was fastened 
in the reduction apparatus. The bottle was evacuated, then 
filled with hydrogen, and this hydrogen allowed to escape into 
the air to sweep out all air. The bottle was again evacuated 
and then filled vylth hydrogen at a pressure of 38-40 lbs, per 
square inch* It m.3 then shaken until the catalyst had been 
reduced to a fine black powder. The hydrogen in the bottle was 
allowed to escape into the air, the stopper quickly removed, 
5»45 g* {0,05 mole) of ethyl broEiide vvas added, the stopper re-
plaeedp and the bottle replaced in the reduction apparatus. 
All these operations were perfomed as quickly as possible to 
(14) Adams and Vorhees, J, Am. Chem, Soc.» M, 1597-1407 (1922) . 
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lieep the amoimt of air diffusing into tho bottle at a miniraijaa-
The bottle ^ was then shaken for one horn' under a pressure of 
38-40 lbs. of hydrogen. The reaction bottle warmed up in about 
five rninutes to a tamperatiire that could be v/ithstood comfort­
ably by the hand. The bottle gradually cooled off durlin^  the 
remainder of the hour's shaking* 
The gas mder prassura in the reaction bottle was allov/ed 
to pass tlirotigji the connecting tubing and valves of the ap­
paratus into a large eudiometer filled vrith irater or saturated 
sodium chloride solution as the confining liqu^ ld. The gas re-
raaining in the bottle above the solution vras displaced into 
the eudiometer by adding enough dry di-n-butyl etlier to fill 
the bottle. The solution of ©thylisagnesi^ Bi bromide was quickly 
poured into a flask slightly larger than th.e voluae of the solu­
tion. This flask wa.3 conjiected to the eudiometer thro-\igh a 
short reflux condenser and dr^ ring tube filled vrith calciura 
chloride. The solution was then refluxed for several minutes 
until no Exore gas '.ms driven out of the solution. 
The gas in the eudioiaeter was allov/ed to become hosiogen-
1 eous, either by shaldng the otidiometer or allowing the gas to 
stand several hours, before being analyzed. The gas was anal­
ysed by the standard methods of gas analysis already described 
in the part of this thesis dealing with the preparation of 
alk ylmagnesium liHtlides in the presence of etljylene. 
In order to correct any errors that iiiight be caused by 
moisture or other impurities in the hydi^ gen or other reagents 
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blsmk determinations v^ er-e carried out after- each exper~ 
Isieiifc. Theso blank experiments were carried out in exactly 
tlie sarae luarmer as the eorresponding experiments except that 
no catalyst ?/as used in them. 
Resuita» 
A proliminarj oxperdi-ient vms performed to deterrdine if 
the ©thyl broinide would bo redu<;ed to ethane imder the condi­
tions used in these esroericients* However, no reduction could 
be detected, either by analysis of the gas in the reaction 
bottle, 03? by any cliange 5.n pressure as indicated by the pres­
sure gauge, T!7hen 5.45 g. (0,05 laole} of ethyl bromide dissolved 
5.n 75 cc. of di-ii-butyl ether ajid 0.1 g, of platinum catalyst 
r-ere shakon for 4-1/2 hours with hydrogen at a pressure of 40 
pounds. 
rreparation of Ethylaasnesiuja aromide in the Presence of gjdropm. 
lo»l* This was the first experiment to be perforiaed in 
tills series and the analysis of the gas fms carried out in a 
slightly different manner. The gas under pressure in the re-» 
action bottle lA'as passed into the eudiometer, containing v/ater 
v/hieh had been saturated with liydrogen, and analysed in the 
usual maimer. The gas remaining; in the bottle w&s assumed to 
be of the sme composition as the gas collected in the eudio­
meter. The volume of this gas was found by measuring the total 
capacity of the bottle and then deducting the volume occupied 
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by the solution. During the analysis of the gas under pres-
sure the bottle was kept ti^ tly stoppered; then the solution 
was placed in a flag-.^  -.vhich was fitted v;ith a condenser and 
connected to the eudiometer,, and the gas dissolved in the solu~ 
tion \rs.3 then expelled reflti^ nring. This gas •waa analysed 
in the 3fme maimer as the other* The total njnomts (fz'om both 
analyses) of the different gases tverej ethane^  155,9 cc,; 
ethylene, 1«S5 cc*; and butane, 16,1 cc. 
"The blank determination was cai'ried out in exactly the 
same taanner except that no platim^ sB. catal-yst vms used. The 
water used in the eudioraeter in t?jis blank was the Trnter that 
Imd been used previously in the expsrii^ ent^  The aiiioimts of 
the various gases fonued micier those ooncfitions -ware: ethane, 
100*6 CG«I ethylene, 15>1 cc.; and butane, 52.5 ce. 
10,2* ®ais experiment was carried out in exactly the 
same manner as Ejqperiinent Ho»l, except that fresh water was 
used in the eudiometer instead of water saturated v/ith hyd.ro-
gen» fhe volumes of the different gases that were fomed were; 
ethane, 1'70«4 cc,| etiiylene, 0,0 ec«| and butane, 0,0 cc. 
The blank experiment ws carried out in the sane manner 
except that the catalyst v/as omitted, The water u.sed in this 
blank was the \?ater that was used previously in the experiment. 
However^  the method of analyzing the gas was changed slightly. 
Instead of assuming the gas remaining in the bottle above the 
solution, to have the same composition as the gas that v?as un­
der pressure in the closed apparatus, it was analyzed separate­
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ly» The results of this analysis shotved that the assmption 
was ineorrect, and that there v;ere actually 13.3 cc. more 
ethane and 2»2 cc« more ethylene in the gas above the solution 
tlian -would have been calculated from the average of the anal­
yses of the first portion of the gas. 'She total amounts of 
the different gases that were foiled were: ethane, 146.3 ee*; 
ethylene, 26.4 cc«; and butane, 0.0 cc. 
The same peculiarity that was observed in sorae of the eom-
buslons of the saturated hydrocarbons formed in the ethylene 
experiments v/as also observed in these two experiments. The 
simultaneous solution of the equations set up for the contrac­
tion from the explosions the carbon dioxide fomed gave 
negative values for butane (assuming tiiat the gas laixture was 
composed of ethane and butane). The possibilities of these 
results being caused by the failure of the palladium black to 
remove all the hydrogen before the explosion, or by the forma-
tion of carbon raonotxlde in the explosion due to incomplete com­
bustion, were investigated. Tests showed that the siaount of 
palladium black used would remove the hydrogen completely and 
that the amount of carbon monoxide in the gas sample after ex­
plosion d^etenained by absorption in cuprous chloride solution) 
\iB.s too small to cause the negative values for butane. There­
fore, the gas v/as considered to be only ethane. 
lo.g. This experiment was performed in the manner de-
scJfibed in the Method of Procedure above- The blank, which is 
described in the next paragraph, was actually carried out first 
oo 
i 
fl-nd the sodium chlorMe solufcion used In the eudiometer in the 
•blank was also used in this experiment. The volumes of the 
different gases formed werei ethane, 142#5 cc»j ethylene, 
0.0 ee.j and butane, 17.75 cc»^  
The blank experiment vr&s cajcried out in the sasne manner 
except that no catalyst tos usedn The sodiun chloride solu­
tion used as the confining liquid 5jq the eudiometer was not 
previously saturated v/ith any gas. The volmes of the differ­
ent gases that ^ ere foi^ e^d were; ethane, 113»3 ee»; ethylene, 
16*5 cc,; and butanej 28.6 ce. 
Discussion of Results 
The results of the ej^ s^eriments on the preparation of 
©thylraagneiduffi bromide in the presence of hydrogen and plati­
num catalyst show that the Iiydrogsn probably did not capture 
the free ethyl radicals. In these experiments it v/as not Icnovm 
ivhether the hydrogen XT&S atomic or not, slthou^ i hydrogen in 
the presence of catalytic nickel, copper, and iron apparently 
is in the atacalc condition (15). However^  in accordance with 
Heactlon XI moleoulai? hydrogen coiabinea with etl^ l radicals 
to give ethane and atomic hydrogen. Under the conditions of 
these experiments no appreciable combination of this type 
(15) Sec pages 91-02 of Bef«6. 
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to give ethane was observed {16) . This absence of reduction 
is best shown by the following table. 
Table III, 
Ethane Formed During the Preparation of 
SthylmagnesiuBi Brcxaide in the Presence of Hydrogen. 




Ho.JEthane; fron _ 
: , :Catalyst 
: oc. : cc* 




ce« ; cc. 
(^) •: (QY ' m 
xn- : De~ :Increase in 
crease;crease; Ethane if 
in : in jV^ ter haS ^74 
Ethane i Ethane; Active H . 
QG* : cc. ; cc. 
1 S155.9 : li4.8 
S :170.4 : 54.8 
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a« Since the reduction of the platiisam oxide catalyst (PtQs'HEjO) 
gives three molecules of water the volume of ethane formed 
in the e?cperiisent must be eorreeted for the voliime of eth~ 
an© which would result from th© action of water on ethyl-
laagneaium bromide. There Is some question about the amount 
of ethane that would be formed from the water from the re­
duction of the catalyst under the conditions of these ex­
periments. The reduction of one molecule of catalyst 
woixld liberate three molecules of water and these three 
molecules of water would give either three or six aolecules 
of ethane depending on 'v^ hether water has one or two active 
hydrogens. Meisenhoinier (17) and Eerewitinoff (18) have 
both reported that both the hydrogens in water react with 
methylma^ esium halide to give methane. These results have 
been confirmed in impublished work of Mr» R. J« VanderWal 
in '33ais Laboratory. Mr. ?anderwal found that water dls~ 
(16) Unpublished work of Mr, J. A# Leei^ akers in ^ is Labora­
tory has shown that siKiilar results are obtained In the 
preparation of n-propyliaagnesium bromide in the presence 
of hydrogen and~platinum catalyst under similar condi­
tions. 
(17) Seisenheimer, Ber., 61, 7G8-72G (1928) . 
(18) Zerewitinoff. IH"d,,"iro, 2023-2051 (1907) j Z. anal. Chem., 
50 , 680-691 
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•The discrepancies in the volisnes of ethane fomad in the 
different experiments are probably du© to the fact that dif--
ferent stocks of reagents Tsrere uaed in the different oxperi-
monts* A very small difference in the amomts of Koistiire irx 
the stocks of ether or hydrogen, or & slight difference in the 
composition of the catalyst {13), or a, difference in tho amoimts 
of peroxides (12) in the ether, would cause a considerable dif­
ference in the volicncs of ethane formed in the different expor-
imonts* Eovrover, the saae stocks of reagents were used in any 
one experiment and Its coi»responding blarff:^  
solved in pyridine had two active hydrogens when treated 
with methyimagnesiym iodide. Eov^ ever, two experiments on 
the rmtaber of active hydrogens in water suspended in di.** 
n^ butyl other by the Zerewitinoff method gave values of 
U*72 and 0»76», Also, Mr. L, L» Heck, in impublished vTork 
in This i:>aboratory, found that 0»1S mol© of water dissolve-
ed in diethyl ether was required to react ^ i?ith Q»1 mole of 
ph<aaylmagnesiiaa bromide in Si ethyl ether (the phenyMagi-
nesim bromide was considered to be used xxp vhen the soli2-» 
tlon no longer gave a color test for the Grignard reagent 
(19})» These lo^ y values may be dne to the fojT??atlon of a 
precipitate of magnesium basic halide which occluded some 
of the water and prevented further reaction. The rapid 
shaking of the reaction bottle in the l^ drogen e>qperiRients 
would probably prevent this interferenco of any precipi-
tat?. ,• consequently the voltano of ethane foi^ ied from the 
reduction of 0*1000 g» of catalyst was based on T/atsr hav« 
tas two active hydrogens. 
b« Kiis colwm is given to show the increase in the volvne of 
etib^ e formed in the ©sporiments over the volume forasd; in 
the eorresponding bl^ uatJis if the water resulting from the 
reduction of the catalyst had only 0.74 active hydrogen 
(the average of the two results obtained by the determina­
tion of the number of active hydrogens in ymter suspended 
in di.-n-butyl ether). 
(19) Oilman and Schulae, J. Ag. Ghem. Soc.» 47, 2002-2005 (1995); 
Bull* soc« chima „ 4i'," (i927Tf Oilman and Heck y 
liee* trav. chim. , W,. 193-19V (1929); Ber*. 62. 1579-
mrjmsT:— "" — 
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The decrease in the amornit of ethane, showi in colxamn six 
of Table III, might be due to one or both of the following 
roasona. First, the amount of ethane assumed to have been 
fo^ iHed from the water resulting from the reduction of the cata­
lyst aay have been too great. Seeond, the method of deter­
mining the ajsount of ethane in a mixture of ethane and butane 
J by explosion is not very accurate, even though all the explo­
sions were made in as nearly a like manner as possible, and 
the a^ rerage values of at least two and usually tliree explosions 
were used. To Illustrate this, some of the data from one of 
the experiments are given here. 
Total gas collected 830.S cc. 
Ethane, (highest value) » . . . 15.2 
Bthane, (lo?;est value) • . , . 12»17^ ' 
Ethane, difference ...... 3,03^  
Ethane,: difference in volume . 25.IS cc. 
These data were taken from an experiment porforaied near the end 
of tho -work, where the technique could be considered as being 
 ^ representative* 
Even if the values for the increases in the volumes of 
ethane given in column seven of Table III are xaore nearly cor­
rect tiiari the values sho^ m in columns five and six, the aver-
"I 
1 age increase is not large enough to show conclusively that 
-J ethyl radicals have been capttired» The increase should be at 
-4 
I least equal to, and preferably greater than, the variation in 
I the total increases in similar experiments. Hov^ ever, too much 
y 
s^-eight should not be placed on this comparison, bccause the 
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m 
different amounts of ethane formed in similar experiments nay 
I Imve been dtie to different amotmts of impiiribies in the various 
stoclca of reagents that were used, as mentioned before. 
Some other conflicting data were obtained in these experi­
ments on the preparation of othylmagnesium broraide in the 
presence of hydrogen. These data are summarised in Table IV. 
•'5 
;.V8 








Butane and Ethylene Formed in the 
BEydrogen E>:periments 
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a. ^The explanation for the abaenoe of butane is given in the 
description of Experiment No.2 in the E3q>erlniental Part. 
From this Table it can be seen that the amounts of butane 
and ethylene formed in the preparation of the Grignard reagent 
in the presence of hydrogen v/ere siaaller than the amounts form" 
ed in the corresponding blanks. This indicates that the free 
ethyl radicals were captured by the hydrogen before they 
coupled or disproportionated. If this were true the total 
^ amount of ethane in each of the e3q)eriinents should be larger 
than the amtount in the corresponding blank by twice the de­
crease In butane plus the decrease in ethylene. This is aeon 
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by a consideration of the following volme relations of the dif­
ferent products. If two ethyl radicals co^ p^led only one volume 
of, butane Vv-ould he foiraed, while if two ethyl radicals reacted 
•w^ ith hydrogen two volumes of ethane would result* Also, if 
tvio et};Qrl radicals disproportionated one volume of ethane and 
one volume of ethylene would be formed, v/hile if the two ethyl 
radicals reacted with hydrogen two volumes of ethane would re­
sult. Actually, this was not the case—-in two of the 0xperi~ 
laents there were decreases in the amounts of ethane and in the 
third experiment there was only a very slight increase- How­
ever, this does not necessarily mean that free ethyl radicals 
were not formed in the preparation of ethylmagnesium bromide. 
They may have existed moiaentarily and then reacted further to 
give non-volatile hydrocarbons according to a series of re­
actions similar to those postulated by Taylor and Hill (6b). 
There is also the possibility that the saturated hydro­
carbons fomed early in the reaction may have been decomposed 
by the hydrogen in the presence of platinum catalyst to give 
methane and a liquid polymer of the composition Taylor 
and Hill {6b) have shorn tMt saturated hydrocarbons are de­
composed in such a manner both by excited mercury atcsas and by 
atomic hydrogen# This decomposition should not take place to 
any great extent for they state that "high hydrogen concentra­
tion favors mainly ethane formation" and there was certainly a 
I high hydrogen concentration present in these experiments. How­
ever, the fact that they had excited mercury atoms present when 
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thoy obtained mainly etlmne formation imist also be consider-ed, 
for the platlniim catalyst present in these oxperi:nents laay not 
have had the same Influence that excited nierciary atoms would 
hav0 had. 
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SUWHY ATJD COHCLXFSrOlJS 
The tv/o series of experiments described in this paper have 
shown that ethylene and hydrogen have probably failed to cap­
ture free allcyl i^ adicals formed during the preparation of some 
alkyImagnssiurn halides» These results may be explained by any 
one or several of the following reasons: there may be no free 
radicals foiqned in the preparation of the Grignard reagent ; 
there may be no free radicals fomed in the themial decoxaposi-
tion of organoraetallic compounds like mercury diethyl and load 
tetrasthylj free radicals may be formed in each of these re­
actions but the free radicals raay differ, or the environments 
may differ (in these exporiiaenta magnesious halide is probably 
present, whereas, in Taylor»s (6) escperiments the free metal 
is probably present); or the generally different experimental 
conditions (solvent, temperature, etc.) make it unwise to cor«^  
relate the variotis studies. 
However, the general idea of the preliminary formation of 
free radicals in the preparation of the Grignard reagent is 
highly attractive in itself, and in addition to this, there is 
no more satisfactory explanation at the present time for the 
e3cporimental results on disproportionation (2) and the forma­
tion of di-^ -tolyl (3). Therefore, it is preferred to believe 
that free radicals are formed in the preparation of the Grig­
nard reagent and tha^ t the ethylene and hydrogen simply have not 
captured thera for any one or several reasons suoh as th© great­
er facility of their combination with magnesious halide or with 
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each other or disproportionation; or> bocauso the ethylene and 
hydrogen were not stifficlently reactive under these experiment­
al conditions. 
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REAGTIOIS OP OXALIC ACID AW) SOME OF ITS DFRI7ATIVES 
IKTROBUCTION 
12he general nature of tho researeh. i??ork tliat lias been car­
ried on in the Departinent of Chssaieal EnglnGering at Xov?a State 
Collegey uncier tho direction of Dr. 0- R» STiTcene7, Iiaa been the 
development of various methods of utilizing agricultural wastes, 
such as com cobs and stalks. One of the methods that has been 
developed is the preparation of oxalic acid from com cobs and 
stailks by oxidation with nitric acid and by fusion with alka­
lies. Sweeney and Webber {1} and Silraan, Sweeney and Pickens 
(2) are the most recent investigators of the optlmiia donditions 
for the preparation of oxalic acid from corn wastes. 
ITlie object of this study was to attempt to prepare new 
derivatives of 03:alic acid.,, for "^ -jhich there would be a cosBaer-
cial demand. The well knovsn use of dSjsethjlglyozime for the 
quantitative deteriaination of nickel suggested the invf=5stiga~ 
tion of the oximes of a sshole series of aromatic a~diketones 
for their usefulness in the separation of metals. 
There is no good general method for the preparation of 
such a series of a-diketones knovm at the present time. There­
fore, the reaction of osalyl chloride (a derivative of oxalio 
(l)a. Sweeney and ?/ebber. Unpublished Thesis. Library, Iowa 
State College, Amea, lovm, 1925. 
b» Sweeney and Webber^  Unpubliahed Thesis. Library, lo^ va 
State College, Ames, IowSh. 1929* 
(g) GilmQai, Sweeney and Pickens, Unpublished v/ork done in 
Q3als Laboratory# 
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acf^ ) wltii the Srignard reagent vms Investigated, to see if 
a-aiketones could be p3?oduced- The formation of a-diketon©s 
this method is illustrated Ijy the followiiig equation. 
Gl-C-G-01 + SRMgX R-C-C-R + 2MgXCl ...» (I) 
















The reaction between acid halides (R^ X) In general and 
organomagnesiiJia halides to give good yields of ketones has been 
limited to only a few Grignard reagentso These have been pyrryl-
magnesiuQi iodide (5), ^-Indolylmagnesiisa iodide(4), and a-
naphthylmagnesiTM bromide {5), Earlier investigators of the 
reaction between oxalyl halides and the G-rignard reagent have 
obtained a-diketones only in the case of pyrryl- aM indolyl-
magnesiuin halides. Hess and Weltsien (6) obtained only tetra-
phenylacetenyl glycol {{GeHsG=c;bC-^ C(CSCGeHe)e) from oxalyl 
mm 
chloride and phenylacetenylmagnesi'ora brcanide^  Gauerke and 
Marvel (7) obtained mainly dicycloheayl ketone, which they ac 
cotmted for as the result of some sort of decomposition, and a 
small amount of tetracyclohexyl glycol ((GQHa.a)sG - G(CeHix)o). 
dE (SH 
Oddo and Sanna (3) reported the formation of H,IT^ -diindoyl 
1'3~C0-C0-I'I H-CO-GG-S 
from oxalyl chloride and indolyliaagnesium iodide; and £,£'*di-
arwa 
m m 
3~C I ?/ 
i • 
inethyl ketoyl { ) from oxalyl chloride 
(3)a. Oddo, Ber., 43, 1012-1021 (1910). 
b« Hess anST/issTng, ibid*, 47, 1416-1428 (1914). 
(4) Oddo and Sessa, Gaaa, cblm. ital.., 41. I. 2S4-248 (1911):: 
G.A,, 5, 2638 1115117:; ' ' 
(6) a. Aerie, Ber^ . 625-628 (1904). 
b. SolKJepfle, Chem. Soc>. 44, 133-194 (1922). 
(6) Hess and ¥/elt2ien, Ber. , 2"Sri-2521 (1921), 
(7) Gauerke and Sfarvel^ 'Tr Aro. CheKi. Soc.. 50, 1178-1182 (1928). 
(5) Oddo and Sanna» Gags, chim* ital.. 51, IT. 537-542 (1921).* 
C.A., 16, 1423-1424 (1922). * 
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metlsylketolyliaagneslm Iodide• Saima {9} foimd the ssme pro­
ducts as Oddo and Sanna, together ivith tliree more, in the reaction 
of os:alyl chloride vjlth. indolylmagTiesiuia iodide. The three new 
products wore: a,a*~diindo3rl t -pO' , H,a-bis-
/\ r-V\ " diindoyl ( 1 1  L go-.^ o-T a / *  ^xmidentified compound 
N-GG-GO-II 
melting at 163®. However, Majima and Shigeinatsu (10) in a 
repetition of the work of Oddo and Sanna, and Sanna, were only-
able to isolate tvifo compounds. Those isrere (Ji-indolylglyoxylyl) 
indole  ^  ^,£*-dilndoyl (  
R - CO HH IJH 
not I,I*-diindoyl and «^ a'-diindoyl, respectively, as the coxa-' 
pounds having the corresponding melting points v^ ere named by 
Oddo end Sanna, Oddo (11) found dipyrroyl (J 1 I | )as 
HH BH 
a product of the reaction of ojcalyl chloride with p^ Tryliasgnes-
ium iodide# Tistchenko (12) did not obtain tetraketones from 
the reaction betv?een oxalyl bromide and iso-yaleroylinapxteslm 
broraide {iso«"C^ HoC(0)MgBr). He obtained carbon dioxide, ethyl 
broEiide, ethyl iso-valerate, dl->i30~valeryl (iao~G^ HoCO"GOC^ Ha« 
iso) and a small amount of iso-valerate of iso-valeroin 
(i30~C^ HoGH(00GG4il^ >is0)OOC^ H, "iao) o 
(9) Sanna, Gazz. chim, ital., 52, II. 165-170 (1922)j fi.A.-
IV, 16^ 9 (19231; 
(10) la'JIina and Shigetaatsu, Ber., 1449-1453 (1924) . 
(11) Oddo, G&zs* chim. ital.TTl. I, 248-255 (1911): G.A.. S, 
2633nisiir:: » 
(12) Tistchenko, D. V., ISull* soc. chim*. 37, 62S-657 (1925). 
1 
ii 
However, Giliuan, Fotherglll and Parker (IS),. In a fev? pre-
liralsaarj e.-sperimonts, secured fsir yields of benaopheaone fvom 
banisoyl cMorido and phenylmagnesiiiia bromide. Thei^ efore, it 
wes thought that the application of the same general experi­
mental proceduro to the reaction of oxalyl chloride with aryl-
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experimehtjil Piin^ 
Preparat ion of Oxalis^ l Chloride. 
Ordinary hydrated oxalic acid was dehydrated hy the method 
of Clarke, Eultman and Davis (14) with a 95;^  yield. This an­
hydrous oxalic acid was treated with phosphorus pentachloride, 
after the laethod of Staudinger (15), and the reaction mixture 
was eai-ofully fractionated. "Ehe oxalyl chloridc boiling at 
63-64° was used in these studies^  The yield of oxalyl chloride, 
based on the anhydrous oxalic acid used, was 48^ .^ 
Qxalyl Chloride and Phenylci:aCTi.esiuia Bromide. 
—r — "^"1—n 1 I Til If I n't"! n—I n 1 iv ~ii'i t 'iii~i~ f>"nii i Tmnii aSrt _t»j L»uu'»n '^'•in.nrxi^rjTBi n-wxi* l*. 
Experiment No>l. The oxalyl chloride {IS.7 g, or 0.1 mole) 
was dissolved in 150 cc» of anhydrous ether in a SOQ cc^  three-
necked flask provided with a dropping funnel, reflux condenser 
and mechanical stirrer. To this solution was added 0.2 mole of 
phenylraagnesium "bromide (100 cc. of a stock so ration) vd.th 
stirring. The reaction flask was cooled by means of a uiixbure 
of ice and salt. The time required for the addition of the 
Grignard reagent was 1-1/4 hours and dui^ ing this addition a yel­
low precipitate fomed. After stirring the reaction mixture 
another 15 minutes the solution was tested for excess RMgX by 
(14) Clarke, Hultman and Davio, Im* Chem. Soc., 43, 366-
II S70 (19S1).,. 
" (15) Staudinger, Ber*, 41, 3558-3556 (1908). 
the color test of Gilmaa and co-workers (16) • A blue color was 
obtained v/hen the solution was added to the Michler's ketone 
before hydrolyais* This color was shom to be duo to oxalyl 
chloridG and not BMgX; for in a test erq)srlEicnt the sane color 
obtained vuhen OaS^ I^ I chlorxdo vsrss scidod to «i ben^ exxe soXu*^  
tlon of Mlehler*^ s ketone. The color persisted even after the 
addition of a considerable amount of iodine and acetic acid. 
Therefore,, this color test for the Grignard reagent cannot be 
used in the presence of oxalyl chloride. 
The reaction mixture v/as hg^ lrolyaed with lO^ i h;?drochlori0 
acid and steam distilled* The steaia distillate va.ti extracted 
v/ith ether and the water layer washed twice with aore ether. 
The combined ether layer and washings were dried over anhydrous 
sodlttm sulfate and then fractionally distilled. The only frac­
tion isolated was 1^ 5 g. (9-6^ ) of a material boiling from 235° 
to 285°, which was crude diphenyl. 
The residue, not volatile with stesra, was dissolved in 
ether and the ether solution dried over sodium sulfate* The 
evaporation of the so3.vettt left only a yello\7 waxy solid which 
proved difficult to crystalliao. Ethyl alcohol,, r-iethyl alcohol 
chloroform,, etbyl acetate, ether, glaciel acetic acid, and 
petrolem ether {ma:jc* b»p. 80°) were tried as crystallising 
medie, but only the petroleum ether ims satisfactory (in the 
(15) Gilraan and Schulae, J, Am, CheEi. Soc., 47, 2002"2005 
(1925); Boll, soc, chim*, 41. 1479-14^ 1 (1927); Gilraan 
and Heck, fiec*'ferav* cfiim*, 48, 193-197 (1929); Ber*, 
62, 1379-1384 (19297: 
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later expertiaents ligroin (b*p, SQ-ISO®) was xotmd to be better 
tbim petpoioum ether)» By ejctraeting the solid with several 
portions of boiling petrolotim ether and allov/ing these solu­
tions to stand several hoiire in the ico-bo:s 5,70 g, (19.3^ 0 (17) 
of phenjlbenaoinj, ra^ p. 82-84® {recrystalliSGd from alcohol, 
m.p* 86-87®), •ems obtained. Thifs phsnylbenzoin was identified 
by splitting it with alcoholic potassiOTi hydi'^ osid© to give 
benzoic acid and bensohydrol, after the method of Acree (IS). 
j The raised melting point deterriiinations of benzoic aeid and ben-
zohydrol with authentic specimens sho?md no depressiona. Ho 
other products were isolated. 
Experiment ITo^ S* This experiment was a duplicate of Ex-
per^ e^nt No.l^  Prom the gteam distillate there was obtained 
J only 0»4 g« {2»Q%) of crude diphenyl, b.p* 240-260^ . Ths resi­
due, not volatile with steam, was extracted for eight hours 
with 200 cc. of petroleuEi ether in a Soxhlet extractor. At the 
end of this time all the solid had been dissolved out of the 
' paper thimble, and 3.75 g. (19»2^ 0 of plianylbenzoin sn.p. 33-34°^  
I 
\ precipitated on the sides of the flask containing the petroleum, 
ether. By concentrating the petroleijm ether solution another 
i 1.05 g. (5*47^ ) of phenylbensoin, a«p, 80°, ^ as obtained. The 
• total yield was 4.75 g. or 24.'/^ 3« Ho other products were iso­
lated. 
I 
(17) All percentages given in Part B of this thesis are based 
on the phenylmagneaiicn bromide used. 
(13) Aoree, PM. Ghem. J., 588-809 (1905). 
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Experiment Ho.o> Recently (19) it has been foxmd that 
lead and mepctiry ailtyls slowed down the rate of reaction of the 
Grignard peagent v/lth ketones mid witii nitriles. v;:tth this in 
j iTiind, 1 g» of load tetr&etliyl was added to the oxaljl chloride 
solution used in this experiment to detorajino v/he1;h<32' it ?;oiild 
slow down the reactIvity of the earhonyl groxips in oxalyl chlor­
ide to such an extent that Isenail would bo foriTied liistead of 
phenylbenzoin. The reaction was eai'i'ied out in the same raaxiner 
as in th© previous ©xxieriments, using the same amoutifcs of 
osalyl chloride- and phenylmagnesium bromide. The lead tetra-
Gthyl was decoiaposed at the end of the reaction by adding 
1-1.5 cc. of broEiine in SO cc. of chloroform. The reaction 
mixture was hydrolyzed and steam distilled in the usual manner. 
A careful seai'ch for chlorobenzene in the steam distillate was 
made, but none was found. The residue, not volatile f?ith 
; steam, was dissolved in ether, dried, and then the ether re-
rao'^ red bj slow evaporation but no orystc.ls formed. 3y extract­
ing the solid vriLth several portions of petrcjleum ether, in the 
saiae manner as in E^ p^sriment lo.l, there was obtained 3.3 g, 
(17«2^ j) of phenylbenzoin, siep. 83-84''. Ho other products were 
isolated. 
Experiment So*4. Cooling the reaction mixture bj means of 
a mixture of solid carbon dio:K:ida and ether vms resorted to :ln 
this esperinient to see if bensil wsuld be forraed. Otherwise, 
(19) Unpublished \?ork of Hr., K. E. Brovm and Miss E. L. St-Jolm 
don© in Iliis Laboratory. 
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the reaction was carried out in the same manner, and with the 
aame amounts of materials, as in Experiment no*l. However, 
the method of working up the reaction products was changed. 
The clear ether solution v;as decanted from the yellow precipi­
tate in the reaction mixture and each part hydrolyaed with 
dilute hydrochloric acid aixi worked up separately. Steam dis­
tillation was not used in this e:q)erinient, nor in any of the 
follo^ ving experiments. 
The solution part of the reaction mixture, after hydrol­
ysis, "was separated into the ether and v/ater layers. The \^ 'ator 
layer washed with tsfo portions of ether and these \7ashing3 
combined vrith the ether layer. The ethor layer v/as dried over 
sodim sulfate and then the solvent was removed by distilla­
tion, followed by a stream of dry air. An oil containing 
needle shaped crystals v/as left in the flask. In an attempt to 
separate any diphenyl from these crystals, the oil was extract­
ed with ?5 cc. of petroleum ether, and the insoluble part re-
crystalliaed from ether. In this manner about 0.2 g. of 
crystals, in a thick oil, v/ere obtained; after pressing on a 
porous plate they melted at 102.5®. The mixed melting point of 
these crystals with an authentic specimen of henzil (m.p. 95°) 
v/as 97-100®. These crystals when recrystallised from alcohol 
melted at 102.5®. It was thought that this compound might bo 
a double compound of bensil and phenylbensoin (20), so a mix-
(20) Klinger, (Ber.^ , 19, 1862-1876 (1886)) obtained a similar 
compoinidV bonziTbenzoin, m.p. 134-135°, by the action 
of sunlight on an ether solution of bensil. 
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tU3?e of equal parts of laiorm bensil and phenylbenaoin -syas dis­
solved in ether and allov/ed to crystallize. Good ci'^ stals 
formed; hov/ever, thej had a v/ide melting rang© — from 83'' to 
92°. This showed the 102.5® cospoimd not to be the double com­
pound benail-phenylbenzoln. 
Ether "sms added to the precipitate from the reaction raix-
ture after hydrolysis and the ether and water lajj-ers separated 
in the usual nsanner. The evaporation of the ether left a v/axy 
solidj which after several crystallizations from ligroin {b.p. 
80-150®} gave 5.1 g» (26.5^ ) of phenylfoensoIn, melting at 
83-84^ . 
Experiment Ho»5> An excess of oxalyl chloride was used in 
this experiment to see if benzil would be foinaed. The ether 
solution of 0.1 mole of phenylmagnesium bromide was added dim-
ing 30 minutes to the ether solution {150 cc.) of 12.7 g. (0.1 
mole) of oxalyl chloride. The reaction flaak was cooled by a 
raixttire of iee and salt. The light yellow precipitate v/Mch 
formed rms filtered out of the reaction mixture. The precipi­
tate and solution Y^ ere bydrolyzed and worked up separately in 
the samo manner as in Experiment Ho,4. 
The residue after the removal of the ether from the solu­
tion part of the reaction mixture v/as a thick oil containing 
about 0.2 g. of ci^ stals. Some of these crystals v/ere removed 
and dried on a porous plate. They melted at 101-102°. This 
was probably the sane compound that was obtained in Experiment 
Ho.4, but a mixed melting point detemsination was not made. 
- S3 « 
Tho residue after the removal of the ether from the pre~ 
cipitate of the reaction lalxtwe was a waxy solid* This 
solid was extracted for five hoixpa v/ith 100 cc. of hot petroleum 
ether, ihen the potroleiaa ether extract was allotted to stand, 
two crops of crystals were obtained; the first was 1.05 g. of 
phenylbenzoln, m.p. 82-85°, and the second was 0.5 g. of 
phenylbenzoin, m.p, 81-82°. The total yield was 1^ 55 s« or 
16<2^ . 
Bj^ eriiaent l?o«6# TMs experiment -^ aa carried out in the 
same maimer J and the same araounts of materials were used,, as 
in Experiment No»5, except that the reaction flask ^ as cooled 
by a silxtiire of solid carbon dioxide and ether instead of an 
ice-salt mixture. 
The solution part of the reaction mixtm^ e yielded about 
0.2-0,3 g« of the same crystals melting at 101.5°. This was 
probably the same compound that was obtained in Experiments 
10,4 and Ko»5, but a mixed melting point was not taken. 
The waxj solid left after the evaporation of the ether 
from the precipitate of the reaction mixture vms recrystallized 
froia ligroin (80-150°). A total yield of 2.70 g. (28.IJ^ ) of 
phenylbenzoin, m.p, 83-84°, was obtained by several crystal­
lisations. 
Eaperlaient Ho.7. Liquid air was used to cool the re­
action mixture in this experiment. The oxalyl chloride (12.7 g. 
or 0.1 mole) was dissolved in 100 cc. of ether in a 200 cc. 
three-necked flask. A pentane theiTaosieter graduated to -200° C. 
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•eras fitted in the flask so that the temperature of the reaction 
mist^ ire cotad be read at any time dm-'ing the reaction. The 
flask was first cooled by a mixtwe of solid corhon dioxide and 
ether* 'Phen the carbon dioside-ether bath \7as replaced by 
liquid air. At a temperature of -140® the ether solution 
solidified* 'Phe liqu5.d air bath was lowered slightly and 0»2 
mole of jhenylmagnesiiaa bromide solution added slowly with 
stirring* The addition required 30 minutes, and during this 
time the temperature of the mixture was kept at -^ -ISO to -ISO^  
by the occasional addition of liquid air to the bath. The re~ 
action TBixture •was stirred for 10 ainufces cooled by liquid air 
and for 15 minutes after the liquid air bath had been removed. 
The supernatant ether solution was decanted froni the yellow 
precipitate. The solution and the precipitate were hydrolysed 
and worked up separately in the usual manner. 
The evaporation of the ether from the solution part of 
the reaction mixture gave the same oil containing about 0.2 g. 
of crystals melting at 101-102°. Some of these crystals TOre 
removed and dried on a porous plate^  and tested for bensil by 
the method given in Mulliken (21). Ho violet color was formed 
when an alcohol solution of the compound was boiled with a lit­
tle solid potassium hydroxide. The same amount of knoxm bensil 
when treated in the same manner gave a beautiful deep violet 
color. 
Th© usual waxy solid was obtained frosa the precipitate of 
{21) Mulliken® The Identification of pure organic compounds# 
John Wiley and Sons, Hev/ York, trol»I, p.206, 1904*. 
I 
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the reaction laixfcure. «Vlien this solid was recrystalliaed froia 
ligroin (30-150°) 2«65 g. (15.8^ ') of pJaenylbenssoin was obfcsined, 
meltiag at 34'-S5°» 
Exper'^ -TnGiat Ho«8. The only difference between this experi­
ment and ISxpc-jriraent Ho«,7 was that only 0«1 mole of jhenylsnag-
nsBium bromide was used v/ith Ool mole of oxalyl chloride. 
Liqixld air cooling waa used, and the reaction product was v/ork-
ed up in the same mamer. 
After evaporating the ©ther from the solution parb of the 
reaction laixture there remained an oil containing a few 
crystals* Some of those crystals woro removed, and after pres­
sing on a porous plate £3tarted to melt at 97°» The unmelted 
part started to decompose slov/ly at 120This substance was 
also tested for bensH by the method of Mulliken (21} but no 
violet color ?/as obtained. 
The evaporation of the ether from the precipitate of the 
reaction mixture left an oil containing a few needle shaped 
er3''stals. Some of these crystals were removed ond dried on a 
porous plate. They melted at 102®. A mixed melting point de­
termination with some of the crystals obtained fposra the solu­
tion part of the reaction mixtui'e of Experiment Ko.7 showed no 
depression. The oil all solidified after standing a few days 
1 and the fractional crystallisation of this solid in ligroin 
I (80-150gave only 1.0 g. (10«4^ ) of phenylbenaoin, m.p. 79-
ao°. 
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BISCUSSIOH OP RESULTS 
Tiie results of the various experiraents are sutrcnarised in 
Table I. 
Table I. 
Besults of SxperiEients 
Reacfeants 1 » Products 










1 0.1 0,2 ice « salt 0.0 3.70 19,3 
2 0.1 0,2 ice - salt G^ O 4.75 24^ 7 
3 ice - salt 0.0 3.30 17.2 
4 0,1 
(c) 
0.2 CGJ3 • ether 0.0 6.10 26.5 
5 0,1 0.1 ice *» salt 0.0 1.56 16.2 

















a* All percentage yields are based on tiie Qiaount of phenyl-
magnesium bromide used. 
b» Lead tetraethyl (1»0 g«) was used as a negative catalyst 
in this experiroent, 
c* In this, and all following experiments, the precipitate 
in the reaction mixture was separated from the solu­
tion before hydrolysis and each part vrorked up separately• 
From these results it can be seen that the lowering of the 
temperature from that of an ice-salt sdxture to -ISO^ C, had no 
effect on the formation of benzil* The decreased yield of 
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phenjlbenzoin in the two liquid air experiiaents indicates that 
ths pesulo of the ©xtpeiasXy Xow tsjapepatupe was a slowing dcwn 
of the 3?ates of reaction of the phenylmagneaiiffii hpomide with 
] the chlorine at<sss and the carbonyl groups to the same extent. 
Tha only effect of having a IQQ^  excess of o^ ialyl chl03?-
ide was a decrease (compared td.th the amomit formed iinder sim­
ilar conditions -with no excess of oxalyl chloride) in the 
amount of phenyltoenaoin formed in two experiments, and an in­
crease In one experiraent* There was no henzil forraed even. In 
the pTesenoQ of excess oxalyl chloride. A too critical corapar-
j ison of the amounts of phenylbenaoin formed in the different 
experiments should not be made, sineo different methods of v/orlc 
ing up the reaction products were used in ths various experi­
ments; and on account of the limited time available for this 
problem the total quantities of phenylbenzotn formed may not 
have been ccxupletely isolated in ail of the experiments* 
The absence of any bensil, and the formation of phenyl-
bensoiny in the jo'oducts of the reaction of oxalyl chloride 
v;ith phonylmagnesiuffi bromide can. be interpreted as follows* 
The rate of reaction of phenylniagnesiuja bromide y/ith one of 
the carbonyl groups of benzll is probably greater than its 
rate of reaction with the chlorine atoms in oxalyl chloride. 
Some bensil is probably forined during the first part of the re­
action and this thon reacts t'ith more Grignard reagent to give 
phenyl benzoin (2S) in accordance irTith the following reactions i 
(22) Phonylbensoiji has been obtained by AOTBQ (Ber., 37, 2753-
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G H 
CoHS'*'P~C**C0H5 + —>• C^ HgC-'C—-OgHg » • .{II) 
0 G 0 6MsBr 
^ CgHg 
CeHg-C-C-CoHs + HgO CsHs^ C-C-CeHs . . . (Ill) 
0 OMgBP 0 OH 
Sie low yield of plienylbenaoin leaves a large amount of 
oxalyl olilorlde and phonjlmagsiesium "brojaide unaccouatsd for. 
T&cre is the possibility of a chain type of reaction taking 
place of the typo shorn by the following eo^ uation; 
CsEe-C-C^ CaHB 4- Cl~C«g-Cl —^  CeHe-C-C~CeHs + Mg3i»Gl . (IV) 
0 OMgBr 0 0 6 OC-C-Cl 
6' 6' 
CA) (B) 
(B) could then react further with phenylBiagnesiusi bromide, in-
temediate product (A) or some other Intermediate product of 
the same type. Of coin-'sej some of the phenylmagnesium brosiide 
could react with intermediate product (A) as follows: 
Cgilg^  C^gilg 
GgHglilgBr —G3fi5""C"*C"~»GQHg» » • (V) 
0 OMgBr BrMg6 OSIgBr 
(0) 
and this intermediate product {C), after hydrolysis, would 
give benaopioacol; or it could react further v/ith oxalyl chlor­
ide to give more complex esters. a?he existence of auch esters 
{22 cont.) 
2764 (1904)) in an almost quantitative yield from the 
reaction of benail with phenylmagnesiura bromide. Acree 
added the phenylrnagriesium bromide (0.048 mole) to an 
ether solution of 0»03S niole of bsnzil, cooled by a fr©es~ 
ins fixture* At the end of the addition the reaction 
mixture was refluxed for an hour. 
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could probably bo proved by hydrolysslng the residues in the 
©s^ eriiaeats with dilutes alkali and Identirying any acids or 
alcohols that formed. 
Th© dlfficu].ty expsriencod in crystallising the reaction 
products seems to be good evidence that some of these other 
j possible products were formed. Howoverj 02a account of the 
lisiitod amount of time available for the investigation of this 
problsssij it was not possible to cosiplotely soparuto tho i'osiduos 
1 into thoir compononta-
; Since there was no bensil iaolated in these experiments, 
the raaation of oscalyl chloride ¥Jith other arylBiagnesiiaa 
r ^ » 
j haiides was not investigated, for plienylmagnesim bromide is a 
5 t^ ypioal es^ lmagnesium halide. 
It isrould be interesting to carry out a reaction between 
j oxalyl chloride and an insufficient quantity of phenylmagnesian 
i bromide at the temperature of a refluxing ether solxition, Per-
i haps the activity of the chlorine atoms at this higher teKipera-
i 
I ture would be such that the phenylmagnesium bromide would re-
j act v/ith them in preference to the carbonyl groups. 
I 
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SUMMARY Am COIJCLUSIOKS 
It has been shown that the reaction between oxalyl chlor­
ide and arylmagneaiisn halides is not a suitable method for 
the preparation of a~dilcetones • Phenylbonsoin is the only 
product that has been isolated from the roaotion of oxalyl 
chloride with phenyteagnesium bromide in ether solution at 
temperatures of an ice and salt mixture, an ether and solid 
carbon dioxido mixture and at -ISO^ C. 
